PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Play time

The MB bucket crusher

Playscape Creations has launched their new
innovative and diverse range of product
The HealthBeat Outdoor Fitness System has
been incredibly popular, with local councils
recognising the structural integrity and holistic
design of this equipment.
The“Sway Fun” - an All Abilities Glider allowing
ample room for two wheelchair passengers
to join eight additional users, of all ages and
abilities - is also a great piece.
The “Evos” Play systems attract kids with their
uniquely challenging play experiences and are
constructed from 81 per cent recycled content!

The Scarab Minor
Over the last 20 years the Scarab Minor has
been proven to be one of the most reliable and
versatile compact road/footpath sweepers of its
class. The fully imported Scarab Minor has been
a successful, ever popular part of the Rosmech
stable, having a strong effect on the Australian
sweeper market.
The Scarab Minor outclasses its peers as it has

the capability of a greater work rate thanks to its
greater road speed of 65 km/h, hydrostatic drive
system, compact dimensions, generous payload
capacity, a large water tank and also its strong
chassis.
Powered by a VM Motori 3.0 litre turbo-charged
Euro IV diesel engine with high pressure direct
injection, both fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions have been reduced with the Euro IV
model, making the Scarab Minor not only more
efficient but also a more environmentally friendly
option.
Being compact makes the Scarab Minor ideal for
precinct sweeping, CBD sweeping, car park and
bike path sweeping. Though compact in size, the
powerful Scarab Minor VM is also capable of most
arduous tasks usually undertaken by larger truck
mounted sweepers.
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COUNCIL LEADER

The MB bucket crusher was the first of its kind to
arrive on the market and operates by exploiting
the hydraulic system of the excavators on which
it is installed. It can be used on the entire range
of excavators, from eight tonnes upwards, and
its areas of application are numerous: demolition
work, building work in general, upgrading of
ex industrial and urban areas, treatment of
material from excavation work, the earth moving
sector and road work, quarries and mines,
environmental clearance work and rock breaking
applications.
MB S.p.A. offers four models of bucket crusher,
available for a vast range of excavators, which
can be used on all brands and models from
eight tonnes upwards. The flexibility of the bucket
crusher is extraordinary, enabling small and large
firms alike, working in the building, demolition,
and earth moving sectors in general, to recycle
material obtained from crushing directly on site.
MB products are highly efficient, not only in
building and excavation work, but also in special
applications.

